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Interest in It, and the effort of thinking out the matter is
not excessive. It is a type of exercise perhaps better
postponed unless the way has been prepared, as it should
have been prepared, by similar exercises during the
teaching of the vernacular.
In conducting these exercises in continuous speech the
actual matter which the pupil chooses for his composi-
tion is of less importance than the language in which
he clothes it. It is waste of time, for instance, to be
constantly checking the accuracy of the narrative instead
of attending to that of the language But in setting
continuous composition exercises at this stage the pupil
should not have complete freedom of choice in his.
language, for the purpose of the exercise is not only to
test his power of using what is most familiar, but to
habituate him to fresh words and usages as he goes
along. With complete freedom of choice the pupil will
take the line of least effort, that is, he will keep resorting
to the language he knows best instead of making trial
of expressions of which he is still uncertain. Hence the1
need of exercises which tie him dotvn to a very definite topic
or to the iisc of fixed words and phrases.
Securing Individual Practice
In conducting oral exercises with large classes the
difficulty is to secure a satisfactory amount of individual
practice. To some extent, no doubt, pupils who are not
Themselves speaking are still affected by listening to
what is said by others. They tend to utter themselves
what they hear spoken. But, firstly, listening to others,
is not so effectual for the purpose as practising speaking
oneself, and secondly the language used by other pupils
may be—and is sure to be more or less—inaccurate.
As regards the amount of individual practice, some
economy may be secured by dividing the class into
groups for the purpose, one doing written work, or
memorizing illustrative sentences or passages, while the
teacher is taking the other. To the objection that the
group doing silent work will be distracted by the noise
of the teaching the answer is that children are far more
adaptable in this matter than many adults are, that the
habit of mental applicaticn in disregard of a reasonable

